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we have conservatively assumed that drilled shafts will be used at the intermediate support. The
drilled shaft foundation is expected to require less in-water work at approximately the same cost
as more conventional spread footings. Further, the proposed steel cased columns can better resist
the large lateral loads associated with earthquakes and dam breach water flow. We will
reevaluate the feasible foundation options and bridge layout to determine the most cost-effective
foundation once the preliminary Structural Foundation Engineering Report (SFER) is prepared.
The seismic hazard at this site is high. On the other hand, the bridge will be founded on bedrock
so soil amplification effects will not be required. Alternates A, B and C are common bridge types
and standard earthquake resisting systems and elements are available for these bridge types.
Alternate D is more uncommon and, if selected as the preferred alternate, specific seismic design
criteria will need to be developed to address the seismic demands. The preferred alternative will
be designed to resist the seismic demands following the latest edition of the AASHTO Guide
Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design.
Preliminary hydraulic analysis has identified a potential dam breach as a possible design
consideration. In this scenario, the anticipated water surface elevation may be slightly below the
low chord elevation of Alternate A but portions of the superstructures of the other options would
be under water. Bridge superstructures are not typically permitted to extend below the maximum
water surface elevation. While more analysis is required, if Alternate B, C or D is advanced,
consideration to raising the roadway profile grade (perhaps as much as 5 feet) is warranted.
Raising the profile grade will result in longer bridge spans.
We have assumed that crash-worthy bridge railing that has been tested in accordance with
NCHRP Report 350 or the AASHTO Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware is required for this
bridge. We have selected a three-tube railing that satisfies the requirements of Test Level 4 as
defined in NCHRP Report 350. In general, crash-tested bridge railing may not be modified from
their tested configuration. Other rail systems such as a solid concrete barrier with metal hand rail
may also be feasible and may allow for some adornment (e.g. form liners, textured or colored
concrete) if desired. We will need to determine the preferred bridge railing prior to final design
as it has a direct influence on the bridge geometry, dead loads, and other bridge features.
The north end of the bridge appears to be relatively close to the end of a horizontal curve. If the
road is superelevated on the curve, there may be a transition on the bridge. If possible, we
request that the superelevation transition, if any, be located away from the bridge.
A brief summary and list of the advantages and disadvantages for each option is provided on the
following sheets.
Additional bridge configurations such as a two-span steel structure and concrete arch bridge
were considered. Because the cost of these options was greater than the presented alternatives,
they were not developed in greater detail.
We understand that you are still refining your roadway geometrics and that community
preferences have yet to be finalized. Please contact Elmer if you would like us to prepare
additional bridge alternatives.
cc:

Lance DeBernardi and Robert Scher, R&M Consultants, Inc.
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Alternate A – Two-Span Precast Concrete Bulb-Tee Girders
Maximum individual span length ~127 FT
Effective superstructure depth ~ 6.4 FT
Bridge related pay items (w/o mobilization, CE, ICAP, or contingency) = $3.8M
Bridge related pay items (w/ mobilization, CE, ICAP, and 25% contingency) = $6.3M
ADVANTAGES
Least expensive bridge option
Durable structure type that requires little
future maintenance
Common structure type that has been
successfully constructed throughout the state

DISADVANTAGES
Relatively heavy girders that require larger
crane(s) but are commonly available in Alaska
Requires temporary equipment access in the
waterway to install shafts, place concrete and
set girders
Drilled shaft foundations may require specialty
subcontractors (depending upon their size) but
are becoming more common in Alaska

This structure can likely be built more quickly
than the other bridge options
Requires the least amount of cast-in-place
concrete which helps reduce cost and improve
durability

Figure 1 – Somewhat similar bridge configuration – Atigun River #1 Bridge Number 1439 (a shorter bridge)
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Alternate B – Single-Span Cast-in-Place Concrete Box Girder
Maximum individual span length ~254FT
Effective superstructure depth ~ 11.4 FT
Bridge related pay items (w/o mobilization, CE, ICAP, or contingency) = $5.5M
Bridge related pay items (w/ mobilization, CE, ICAP, and 25% contingency) = $9.3M
ADVANTAGES
Does not require a pier in the waterway

Durable structure type that requires little
future maintenance

DISADVANTAGES
Uncommon structure type that would likely
require subcontractors (post-tensioning and
grouting operations) from outside Alaska to
construct
May not be as visually appealing due to deep
girders
Cast-in-place concrete bridges take a longer
time to construct than the more common
prefabricated decked bulb-tee girder style
bridge
Requires extensive falsework below the bridge
to support the concrete until the posttensioning is completed and the bridge
becomes self-supporting
An unusually long span for this structure type
is at the practical limit of this style

Figure 2 – Somewhat similar bridge configuration – Seward Meridian Undercrossing 1989 (a shorter bridge)
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Alternate C – Single-Span Steel Plate Girders
Maximum individual span length ~ 254 FT
Effective superstructure depth ~ 10.9 FT
Bridge related pay items (w/o mobilization, CE, ICAP, or contingency) = $5.6M
Bridge related pay items (w/ mobilization, CE, ICAP, and 25% contingency) = $9.4M
ADVANTAGES
Does not require a pier in the waterway
Relatively durable structure type that requires
infrequent maintenance

DISADVANTAGES
Most expensive option
May not be as visually appealing due to deep
girders
Requires temporary work structure in
waterway to access girder splice bents, place
concrete and set girders
An unusually long span for this structure type
is at the practical limit of this style
Somewhat uncommon structure type that
would likely be fabricated outside of Alaska
and would have a longer lead time than the
concrete girder option

Figure 3 – Somewhat similar bridge configuration – College Road UC Bridge Number 1808 (a shorter bridge)
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Alternate D – Open Spandrel Steel Arch
Maximum individual span length ~170 FT between arch spring lines
Effective superstructure depth ~ varies
Bridge related pay items (w/o mobilization, CE, ICAP, or contingency) = $4.8M
Bridge related pay items (w/ mobilization, CE, ICAP, and 25% contingency) = $8.0M
ADVANTAGES
Aesthetically pleasing structure type
Arch bridges are more efficient (lighter and
less materials) than single span beam bridges
in this setting
Does not require a permanent in-water pier

DISADVANTAGES
Relatively complicated construction and
unusual for Alaskan bridge contractors
Most seismically vulnerable structure type
requiring special, uncommon details and
features
Relatively expensive structure
Requires more maintenance (e.g. painting) and
inspection than a conventional girder-style
bridge
Would likely require the greatest amount of
time to construct
Requires temporary work structure in
waterway

Figure 4 – Similar bridge configuration – Little Coal Creek Bridge Number 262 (about the same length)

